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What can you find in an autumn garden? A harvest of bright colors, and lots to explore!Come
tour a farm filled with big orange pumpkins, shiny purple eggplants, juicy red apples, and lots,
lots more. Inviting rhymes and the antics of a boy and his pets promise a full day of fun for young
readers as they pick out all the luscious fruits and vegetables in a colorful fall garden.

From Publishers WeeklyMarc Harshman and Cheryl Ryan harvest a garden's fall bounty in Red
Are the Apples. Like the title, each quatrain begins with a color: "Yellow's the corn/ on stalks
growing high,/ shading the pumpkins/ and reaching the sky." Wade Zahares's piquant pastels,
with colors that vibrate against one another and offbeat perspectives, are a feast for the
eyes.Copyright 2001 Cahners Business Information, Inc.From School Library JournalreS-Gr 2-A
boy with his wagon, two hens, and a black cat stroll through the plentiful fields of a farm in
autumn. Together they inspect lima beans, corn, pumpkins, beets, eggplants, and apples, which
are all ready for harvest. Written in rhyme, the story speaks of canning and cider making. The
poetry is a bit bumpy at times. "Purple are the eggplants,/shiny and smooth,/nestled near
Scarecrow,/who's missing a tooth." Or, "Black is the hat/on Scarecrow's head./It points to the
sky/and the crows overhead." Although the illustrations are well designed, double-page spreads
throughout, and the autumn colors are bright, the corn is tan, almost brown, where the text
reads, "Yellow's the corn-." The scarecrow's hat, described as black, appears in the picture as a
dark green. Overall, the illustrations done in pastels on paper portray the feeling of fall. The book
ends on a pleasant note, with an expression of thanks for the abundance of harvest time.
However, the detail needed in a good picture book is lacking here.Karen Land, Greenport Public
School, NYCopyright 2001 Cahners Business Information, Inc.About the AuthorMARC
HARSHMAN and CHERYL RYAN have each published several books for children; Red Are the
Apples is their first collaboration. They live in Moundsville, West Virginia.WADE ZAHARES
received a New York Times Best Illustrated citation for his first book. He lives on a small farm in
Lyman, Maine.Read more
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Marguerite E. Brown, “A smart children's book for smart parents and their offspring.. Harshman
brings intellengence to a dumbed-down genre. Adults will be rewarded by exploring his poetry.
He serves up fine stories and observations about everyday folks.”

CJrMom, “Favorite fall book. Excellent. Especially for read aloud.”

Amy, “Good story. Easy to read aloud.. My lo was gifted harshman's books and this one was the
best of the bunch. She enjoys the story but has a hard time figuring out some of the pictures. The
artwork is bright & colorful but the images are drawn at awkward angles.”

C. Allen, “Babies love the bright colors!. My 2 month old loves this book! The large paperback
format, vividly bright colors, chunky pastel illustrations, and simple lyrical words are the perfect
book for babies. It's long enough to engage them, but brief enough to keep their short attention
spans. After reading it to my own baby every day for a week or so, I have nearly all the words
memorized and can simply show him the illustrations while I recite the words. I was so
impressed with this book, that I'm going to order other titles illustrated by Wade Zahares.”

akbopper, “Beautiful book. Like other reviewers have stated, this book takes you through fall
harvest time on the farm. It also takes the reader to canning and the cider making. The pictures
are vivid and beautiful with lots of details. The writing is simple and rhyming. Great for young
children.”

Reginald D. Garrard, “If only all farms could look like this one!. A wonderful introduction to farm
life is this beautifully illustrated children's book. With rhyming prose and full-page illustrations,
"Red Are the Apples" is a delight for rural dwellers and city folk alike.Each page takes the young
reader through different crops and other elements of a thriving farm. The fun lies also in finding
the hen that appears on almost every page. That becomes a "search" that the child will delight in
taking.This is a five-star book that I had the pleasure of sharing with my four-year-old niece.”

Melissa Sack, “fall is here on the farm. It's fall on the farm. This delightful picture book takes us
through the harvest of colors. It's all here for us to enjoy, from the red apples to the bright orange
pumpkins!”

The book by Marc Harshman has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 14 people have provided feedback.
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